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1.

Introduction

1.1

Background and Purpose

Settlement Assessment Report

This Historic Settlement Assessment Report for Wing has been prepared by
Archaeological Services and Consultancy on behalf of the Wing Parish Council
Neighbourhood Plan Team to provide a framework from which decisions can be made
about the management of the historic environment of Wing and to inform and advise
the planning process.
1.2

Aims
The overall aim of the project is to inform management of the historic environment of
Wing. Specifically, it will:








1.3

Improve the quality and environmental sensitivity of development by
enhancing the consistency, efficiency and effectiveness of the application of
national planning policy covering the historic environment and archaeology.
Inform the preparation and review of conservation area appraisals.
Where appropriate, assist with the development of Town Schemes and urban
regeneration projects.
Inform Local Development Frameworks, especially in the recognition of
historic townscape character.
Act as a vehicle for engaging local communities by promoting civic pride and
participation in local research and conservation projects.
Build upon the original Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) for
Buckinghamshire (completed in 2005; BCAS, 2006) through the addition of
more detailed characterisation of the urban environment.
Address an agenda recognised in the Solent Thames Research Framework for
Buckinghamshire (Thorpe, 2009) regarding a lack of knowledge of the built
environment and in particular the need for research into land-use continuity
and internal planning within Buckinghamshire’s early towns

Sources
This report has been compiled using a number of sources, including the information
recorded by Buckinghamshire Historic Environment Record (HER), selected
historical, cartographic and documentary records held by Buckinghamshire Records
Office and the List of Buildings of Architectural and Historical Interest. Site visits
were also made to classify the character of the built environment.
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2.1

Location, Topography & Soils
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2.1.1 Wing village is situated at the centre of Wing parish on the north eastern edge
of the county of Buckinghamshire in the District of Aylesbury Vale. It lies
c.4km south-southwest of Leighton Buzzard and 10 km northeast of Aylesbury.
The closest villages are Linslade (3km northeast) and Wingrave (3.8km
southwest). The hamlets of Burcott and Littleworth to the north and Ascott to
the east, are incorporated into the parish. The hamlet of Crafton formerly lay
within the parish but a late 20th century boundary change removed Crafton to
the civil parish of Mentmore.
2.1.2 The village of Wing lies on high ground at an elevation of 120-125m OD with
views over the Chiltern Hills and the Vale of Aylesbury to the south. The
whole of Wing Parish lies within the watershed of the Upper River Ouse basin
and many small tributary streams are located in valleys at the fringes of the
village. The tributaries trend eastward to join the River Ousel in Linslade
which then joins the River Ouse at Newport Pagnell. The surrounding valley
bottoms are at an elevation of 95-105m OD.
2.1.3 The soils within the village and some of the valley slopes are of the Ragdale
Association, consisting of slow seasonally waterlogged clay and fine loamy
clay soils (Soil Survey 1983, 712g). The underlying geology is quaternary
glacial, sand and gravel (BGS sheet no. 220).
2.1.4 The soils in the valleys and low ground to the south of the village are of the
Evesham 2 association, consisting of slowly permeable calcareous clayey soils.
Some slowly permeable seasonally waterlogged non-calcareous clayey and
fine loamy or fine silty over clayey soils (Soil Survey 1983, 411b). The soils in
the valleys and low ground to the north of the village are of the Sutton 1
Association, and are ‘fine loamy typical argillic brown earths over gravel at
moderate depth (Soil Survey 1983, 571u). The underlying geology is
Quaternary till to the northeast, Quaternary head to the west with pockets of
Upper Jurassic Kimmeridge clay and Upper Jurassic Portland limestone and
sands (BGS Sheet no. 220).
2.1.5 The village is surrounded by grade 3 land, suitable for arable use. Small areas
of land to the west of the village and to the north of Littleworth are classed as
grade 4, these areas are less suited to arable use and are mainly set to pasture
(Land classification Sheet 146).
2.2

The Wider Landscape
2.2.1

The Parish
The modern parish approximates a north-south, east-west aligned c.5.7km wide
and high diamond, which encompasses 2035 hectares. The village of Wing is
located slightly east of centre. The parish formerly had a 3.5km long x 1.2km
wide linear projection to the southeast, which included the hamlet of Crafton
and an area of 320 hectares, but this area was transferred to the parish of
Mentmore during the late 20th century. The parish boundary combines both
sinuous and linear sections. Its sinuous alignments are mostly defined, as might
be expected, by natural features. e.g. watercourses, whilst its linear sections
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follow land divisions or holdings. Parish boundaries are often of considerable
antiquity and often reflect the boundaries of (Bonney 1979, 41-51; Everson
1984) single or multiple ecclesiastical, lay or royal estates of mid-late Anglo
Saxon date.
2.2.2

Post Medieval Enclosure
Wing Park, an extensive area to the south of the village, was enclosed by Sir
Robert Dormer in the first half of the 16th century (SAM 29417, HER1101).
The name “park” signifies a pre-parliamentary enclosure. The park was more
extensive than it is today and at one time would have covered the land either
side of “Park Gate”.
Open fields in some parts of the parish had already been enclosed by the time
the Parliamentary Enclosure Act was passed in 1797. Such areas are marked
‘old enclosures’, on the enclosure map of 1798 which accompanies the award
(Fig. 6), and equate to 66.845 acres. The map therefore shows what proportion
of the parish remained under the open field system at the time of the enclosure,
equating to 3420 acres 2 rods and 35 perches. A comprehensive examination of
the surviving historic form of the landscape is set out in the Buckinghamshire
Historic Landscape Characterisation (BCAS 2006).

2.2.3

Transport and Communication
The village is traditionally centred on the main road between Oxford and
Cambridge. Early mapping shows that historic core had a north-south
alignment focussed on the High Street. However, it appears that as time passed,
east-west traffic increased in prominence leaving the High Street on a
secondary route. The evidence for the development of transport and
communications comprises:



Prehistoric
An ancient routeway, mentioned in the Linslade Charter of 966 and known as
the Saltway is believed to enter the parish within the grounds of Ascott House
and continue on towards Wing (Baines 1983, 130).



Romano-British
It has been suggested (Viatores 1964, 169a) that the B4032 north-west of
Stewkley follows the route of a Roman road running from Leckhampstead to
Pitstone (HER2991). The road is supposed to mark the line of advance of the
14th Legion following the Conquest in AD43 and is believed to extend to Wing
and run southeast along the village’s western fringe. However, studies in the
Milton Keynes area (Zeepvat 1987) and in Bedfordshire (Simco 1984) have
indicated that many of the ‘Viatores’ identifications of minor Roman roads
should be treated with caution.



Post medieval
The OS map of 1879 shows that Wing retained its medieval or early post
medieval layout, consisting primarily of the north-south road incorporating the
High Street, which lay between the two east-west routeways leading to
Leighton Buzzard and Aylesbury. Industrialisation and developments of the
19th century saw a stretch of the A418 Aylesbury Road between Wing and
Leighton Buzzard turnpiked; construction of the Grand Union Canal at the east
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of the parish in 1805; and construction of what later became the West Coast
Main Line to the east in 1838.
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Archaeological and Historical Development

The following section provides a summary of the readily available archaeological and
historical background in relation to the parish as a whole and for the settlement of Wing, and
has been compiled with information from the Buckinghamshire HER (Fig. 4) and readily
available published and unpublished sources. All distances are relevant to the centre of the
village, classed as the junction between Church Street and the High Street.
3.1

Prehistoric

(10,000- 700BC)

The earliest evidence for human activity are flint artefacts of Mesolithic or Neolithic
date recorded 650m to the south of the village (HER5105) and flint artefacts typical of
Bronze Age or Neolithic date 1.5km to the northeast (HER5893). Two late prehistoric
flint artefacts have been discovered within the village to the west of Church Street
(HER 9551).
Known monuments of the prehistoric period are currently limited to a few isolated
ring ditches identifying ploughed out Bronze Age burial mounds. Examples are
present 1.5km to the northeast of the village (HER5893) and 2.2km to the westnorthwest (HER620) An enclosed settlement located 1.6km southwest of the village
may also date to the later part of the prehistoric period as limited investigation of its
ditches has recovered flint artefacts and prehistoric pottery (Johnson 1993; HER5917)
3.2

Iron Age

(6th century BC – 1st century AD)

Iron Age evidence is sparse within the parish, although work further afield has shown
that settlement density increased at areas with clay soils throughout the middle and
latter parts of the period (Farley 2010). The closest evidence of the period may
comprises an unexcavated complex of enclosure ditches, pits and roundhouse ditches
located 1.6-1.9km west-northwest of the village (HER4440, 6851). A similar
settlement was excavated 2km to the northeast during construction of the Stoke
Hammond bypass (Moore et al. 2007). Three sherds of late Iron Age pottery have
been found 650m to the south of the village (HER5105).
3.3

Roman

(AD43-c.450)

3.3.1

During the Roman period Wing fell within the tribal territory of the
Catuvellauni, with its capital at Verulamium (St Albans). The landscape at this
time was probably wholly rural:

3.3.2

A rural settlement of the period almost certainly existed at the area located
immediately to the south of the modern village. The evidence comprises a
small rectangular enclosure and other ditches defined by geophysical survey
(Johnson 1993), a large assemblage of 2nd – 4th century pottery recovered
during fieldwalking (HER5105) and discovery of two urned cremations
(HER2271). The results of work within the village suggest that the settlement
may have continued northward toward the church (HER9501) and scattered
find spots of Roman pottery at the northeast and to the north of the village
perhaps suggest agricultural activity (HER1107, 1108, 1109, 4848; Cuthbert
forthcoming).
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A Roman tile within a blocked window located above the chancel arch and the
ceiling of the crypt of All Saints, could suggest that a substantial Roman
building was located relatively close by (RCHM 1913, 332).

3.3.4 A mound destroyed during road works in 1954 was located c.700m ENE of the
village (HER 1107), on the northern side of the A418 opposite the end of Well
Lane. A rescue excavation attributed a Roman date to the mound (Young 195455, 295-297).
3.3.5 The settlement evidence is located immediately to the west of the route of a
proposed Roman road said to have run between Leckhampstead and Pitstone
(Viatores). Geophysical survey (Johnson 1993) and work carried out during
insertion of a pipeline (HER5105) may have located roadside ditches in the
vicinity of the settlement, but the evidence for the road remains inconclusive.
3.4

Anglo Saxon (c.450-1066)
3.4.1 Place Name Evidence
Wing formed part of a late Anglo Saxon Royal estate, perhaps centred on the
village itself (Baines 1983). The name first appears in the Linslade Charter of
966 as Weowungum when it was granted by King Edgar to his kinswoman,
Aelfgyfu (Sawyer 1968). The Saxon name has been interpreted as settlement of
the family or followers of a man called “weowum” (Mawer and Stenton 1969)
or “wiwa” (Mills 2003, 502). An alternative interpretation is the settlement of
the dwellers at, or devotes of, a heathen temple (ibid, 502). Wing was located
within the administrative Hundred of Cottesloe. The remains of the village of
Cottesloe are located c.2.5km west of Wing. The name is written in the
Domesday Survey as Coteslau and Coteslai, later forms are written as
Cotteslawe. The “hlaw” element translates to mound, hill or tumulus and this
was perhaps the Hundred meeting place.
3.4.2

Charters
King Edgar granted the lands of Linslade to his kinswoman, Ælfgifu, in the
Linslade Charter of 966. The charter describes the bounds of Linslade
including the section shared with the parish of Wing (Baines 1983). A number
of notable boundary markers are mentioned by the charter. Three comprise
Bronze Age burial mounds probably located on the boundary of Wing and
Linslade, c.2km east-northeast of the village (HER5442, 5441 and 1461). The
majority of the boundary between Wing and Linslade seems to have been
defined by a “Strete”, i.e. one or more longstanding trackways or roads (Baines
1983). The southern boundary of Linslade was also formed by a “Strete”
known by a number of names, including the Saltway. The Saltway is said to
branch from the Icknield Way to the east and beyond the boundary of Linsalde
it may have continued northwest into Wing (ibid).

3.4.3

Manors
In the late Anglo Saxon period there were three manors within the historic
parish, One of Earl Harold's men, Edward Cild, held and could sell Wing
Manor, assessed by the Domesday Survey at 5 hides, he also held the manor of
Wing with Crafton which was assessed at 2½ hides. Crafton Manor was also
assessed at 2½ hides and was held before the Conquest by Blacheman, a man
of Earl Tostig, who could not sell it without the Earl's licence (Morris 1978).
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Church
All Saints church may have been first constructed in stone during the 7th or 8th
century AD (Gem 2002). The church was restored and enlarged by Aelgifu in
the 10th century (Baines 1983), work which may have included construction of
the nave, north aisle, chancel and crypt. The ambulatory crypt suggests that it
held relics of sufficient significance to make it a place of pilgrimage. The
overall importance of the church is that it probably functioned as a late Anglo
Saxon minster serving administrative and pastoral functions for the region
rather than just the immediate settlement (Bailey 2003). The church is one of
the most important extant late Anglo-Saxon buildings in England (Pevsner et al
1994, 749; HER1908).

3.4.5

Village Layout
Early Anglo Saxon settlement was often dispersed; ephemeral with a riverine
focus and any evidence for this part of the period may be located away from
the modern village. The middle part of the period saw the establishment of
nucleated settlement, but a shift to the location of historic village cores is often
observed in the latter part of the period. The documentary evidence suggests
that a settlement was present at Wing by the late Anglo Saxon period.
However, physical evidence is sparse and its location is currently uncertain.

3.4.6 Archaeological Evidence
Excavation has shown that the Anglo Saxon churchyard extended further to the
south and east than its modern counterpart and that it was surrounded by a subcircular or oval ditch (HER1090, 1110; Holmes and Chapman 2008).
Radiocarbon dating of human bone and examination of pottery showed that the
southern part of the cemetery was in use from the mid eighth century. The
location of a secular settlement and of Wing Manor has not been defined by
archaeological investigations.
3.5

Medieval

(1066-1536)

3.5.1 Place Name Evidence
At the time of the Domesday survey of 1086 the settlement at Wing was known
as Witehunge (Morris 1978). By the 14th century the village name was written
in a format closer to todays as Wyenge (Page 1925). The majority of the
surrounding hamlets may have been established during the medieval period.
Burcott is first mentioned in 1220 and written as Burcota translated as the
defended cottages. Ascott is first mentioned in 1220, written as Estcota, the
name is translated as eastern cottages (ibid). Littleworth is recorded in Assize
Rolls of 1227 and is written as Litlengeworth (ibid), the “worth” element
means an enclosure.
3.5.2 Domesday
The Domesday Survey records that Wing contained land for 40 ploughs, 50
villagers and 20 smallholders and was held by one man, the Count of Mortain.
The area was assessed at 5 hides, a very small quantity in comparison to the
number of ploughlands. The land was valued at £31, a drop of just a single
pound from its pre–Conquest valuation. There is no mention of woodland at
Wing, but none is recorded for any of the villages within the Cottesloe
ASC Ltd 2014
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Hundred and this may be an error in the returns or the compilation of the
survey (Darby and Campbell 1962, 166).
3.5.3 Castle
A large mound known as “Castle Hill” is situated 220m north-northwest of the
village centre. The mound is a scheduled ancient monument (SAM 19057;
HER1097) interpreted as the remains of a Norman Motte and Bailey Castle.
3.5.4 Manors
At the start of the medieval period the historic parish retained the three late
Anglo Saxon manors. Later in the period .


Wing Manor was held at the time of the Domesday Survey (1086) by
the Count of Mortain. The next reference to the manor occurs in the
12th century when it was held by Hugh Talbot. A detailed account of
the subsequent succession of the manor is recorded within the Victoria
County History (Page 1925). The manor was sold in 1515 to Robert
afterwards Sir Robert Dormer.



At the time of the Domesday Survey Wing with Crafton Manor was
held by the Count of Mortain, who had subinfeudated it to the monks of
St. Nicholas of Angers. It remained an eccliastical holding until the
reformation (1528) when it was granted to Cardinal Wolsey for his
college at Oxford.



In 1086 Crafton Manor was held by Robert de Nowers under the
Bishop of Lizieux. It passed to various families until it was acquired by
Sir Thomas Sackville in 1379.



Ascott Manor is first recorded in 1317, when it was held by Sir Thomas
Sackville, lord of Fawley. In 1435 his descendant Thomas Sackville
passed the manor to Thomas and Margery Rokes and their heirs. Two
descendants (also Thomas Rokes) held the manor until 1516 when it
was conveyed to John Newdigate and then passed to his son-in-law Sir
Robert Dormer, who also held Wing Manor, and both have since passed
through the same descent.



Netherweld is first mentioned in 1304 when Richard son of Paul
quitclaimed two messuages and 1½ virgates and 9 acres of land to his
son Richard and a messuage and half a virgate of land to his son
Thomas. There are several references to the Awelds of Wing later in the
century.

3.5.5 Church
The period saw many alterations to All Saints Church, which culminated in the
15th century with the construction of the tower and south porch (Pevsner et al.
1994; Gem. 2002).
3.5.6 Secular Buildings
Buildings of this period are not known to survive in Wing, but the older
buildings within the village have not been examined to ascertain whether any
contain remnants of medieval structures.
3.5.7
ASC Ltd 2014
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The village layout is uncertain, but is likely to have centred on Church Street
and High Street.
3.5.8

Markets and Fairs
The village was granted a market on 12th August 1218, to be held at Wing
Manor on a Friday. In 1255 a new charter changed the market day to Thursday
and granted the right for a fair to be held on the vigil, feast and morrow of St
Michael, which fell on the 29th of September. An ancient market cross may
have been situated at the junction of the High Street and Vicarage Lane and
could locate the later medieval market (Page 1925).

3.5.9

Trade, Mills and Industry
The economy appears to have been purely agricultural at this time. The
Domesday survey does not record any mills in the village of Wing. However,
the manor of Wing had acquired a water-mill, a windmill and a horse-mill by
the 15th century (Page, 1925).

3.5.10 Archaeological Evidence
Sherds of Saxo-Norman pottery have been found in archaeological test pits
excavated at the High Street, close to Prospect Place and just to the south and
east of “Castle Hill” (Cuthbert forthcoming).
However, there is no
documentary evidence to support the interpretation of the mound as the
remains of a motte and it has not been archaeologically investigated.
Scattered finds provide evidence of medieval settlement within the historic
core of the village. Sherds of 13th-15th century pottery were recovered from
two ditches excavated to the south of the church (Taylor and Ford 2007;
HER9501) and sherds of 14th century pottery from a medieval pit or ditch
discovered 80m southwest of the village centre (Lightfoot 2002; HER9402).
Medieval pottery has also been recovered from eight of sixteen test pits
excavated throughout the village during a community archaeology project. The
assemblage suggests that medieval settlement was focused around the Church,
High Street and Castle Hill (Cuthbert forthcoming).
3.6

Post-Medieval

(1536 – 1800)

3.6.1 Manors
All of the manors of the parish were acquired by one family during the 16th and
17th centuries. Wing Manor was sold to Sir Robert Dormer in 1515 and the
ownership of Netherweld Manor passed with it. Ascott Manor also passed to
him in 1544 (Bindoff 1982). Wing with Crafton Manor was in the possession
of the Dormers in 1547 and Crafton Manor in 1632. The first record of Burcott
Manor appears in the 17th century when it was appurtenant to the principal
manor in Wing.
Wing and Ascott Manor follow the same descent following their purchase by
the Dormer family. In 1617 Wing manor is alternatively called Ascott,
suggesting the two manors have been combined by this time
The second incarnation of Ascott House (HER0583) was constructed c.350m
east-northeast of the earlier site in 1606; it was initially used as a farm house.
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By 1720 the first incarnation of Ascott House was in ruins and towards the end
of the 18th century its foundations may have been cleared and used for road
repairs. The site of the house and its gardens lies 600m east-southeast of the
village centre (SAM 29417, HER1101). An earthwork survey has identified the
probable site of the house, formally laid-out terraces, ponds, artificial canals,
pillow mounds, a deer park and an extensive warren (Carstairs et al 1993).
The manor was held by the Dormers and their descendants until it was sold in
the second quarter of the 19th century to Mr. J. B. Harcourt, who was owner in
1847.
3.6.2

Church
Monuments dedicated to members of the Dormer family were erected within
the church in the late 16th century. Repairs in the 17th and 18th centuries are
recorded in church warden’s accounts but there were no major alterations
carried out

3.6.3

Secular Buildings
A small number of secular buildings of the period survive within the historic
core of the village All are vernacular and of timber frame construction. The
building fabric varies; some have rendered walls perhaps with wattle and daub
beneath, others have brick nogging or have been entirely refaced in brick. The
traditional roofing material for these buildings would have been thatch, but
only two of the buildings in Wing and three in Burcott retain this type of roof.

3.6.4

Charities
The Almshouses, known as Dormer’s Hospital, were founded in the latter part
of the 16th century. The buildings remain extant, but were largely remodelled
during the 19th century (HER 1010). Other than the church, the Almshouses are
the only buildings constructed of coursed rubble limestone within the village.

3.6.5

Village Layout
The village layout did not alter markedly during the post-medieval period.
Early mapping (Inclosure map 1798, Fig. 6) shows that its focus remained to
the east and southeast of the church along Church Street, High Street and the
Aylesbury Road.

3.6.6

Markets and Fairs
The vigil, feast and morrow of St Michael fair continued to be held into the
19th century, reputedly as a statute fair for hiring servants.

3.6.7

Inns and Taverns
The Cock Inn located on the High Street is a listed building dating to the 16th
or 17th century. The pub was called the Cock Hotel in the 19th century and
may have been a coaching Inn in the post-medieval period. The Queens Head
Inn, also located on the High Street, is 18th century in date.

3.6.8

Trade, Mills and Industry
Agriculture continued as the basis of the economy. Early cartographic evidence
records the site of a windmill just north of Aylesbury road, southwest of the
village centre (Jeffrey’s Map 1760). A field located 1.7km southeast of the
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village is named Windmill Hill on the second ed. OS map of 1889 and may
have once been the site of post-medieval windmill.
3.6.9

Archaeological Evidence
Two pits of post-medieval date (Lightfoot 2002; HER9402) and post-medieval
pottery assemblages recovered from test pits excavated throughout the historic
core are the only archaeological evidence of this period.

3.7

Modern
3.7.1

(1800-present)

Manors
The manor was purchased before 1862 by Samuel Jones Lloyd, Lord
Overstone, (who died in 1883. His heir was his daughter Harriet, wife of Sir
Robert Loyd-Lindsay, K.C.B., who in 1885 was summoned to Parliament as a
baron, Lord Wantage of Lockinge. His widow, Lady Wantage, was lady of the
manor in 1925.
In 1858 the second incarnation of Ascott house was acquired by Baron Mayer
de Rothschild. The house was extended during this period and the interior
altered. The Rothschild family still reside there, and are the principal
landowners of Wing.

3.7.2

Church and Chapels
Repairs and restoration to All Saints church continued during the late 19th and
early 20th centuries (Page 1925). Evidence of non-conformism comprises a
Methodist chapel built on Church Street, Wing in 1847 and in 1845 a Baptist
chapel was built in Littleworth, which was later re-built in 1871.

3.7.3

Schools
A school was located within Wing in 1815 (Post Office 1847). Lord Overstone
provided money to build a new school in white brick with bath stone dressing
and a bell cote on the southern gable in 1850 (Sheahan 1862, 787; Unwin
1981). The school was demolished in the late 20th century.
The modern schools (Overstone Combined School and Cottesloe School) are
located at the southwest periphery of the village and were built in the 1960s
and 1970s.

3.7.4

Village Layout
The village largely retained its earlier focus on Church Street, High Street and
the Aylesbury Road until the start of the 20th century when development
occurred at its eastern fringe and in the second half of the 20th century when
development occurred at its northern and western margins.

3.7.5

Markets and Fairs
A map of 1817 (Properties of the Earl of Chesterfield), shows that the village
pound was located just to the north of the junction of the High Street and
Vicarage Lane. The 1st edition OS map (1880, Fig. 8) shows the pound had
moved to the Leighton Road at the east of the village.
There is no definitive evidence that the village ever had a green. A field located
to the west of the village, south of the Cublington Road, is called Wing Green,
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but it is located at some distance from the village. Two other potential areas
are shown on 18th century and early 19th century mapping. The first is to the
south of the church, to the west of Church Street. The second at a circular area
enclosed by the High Street (east), Aylesbury Road (south) and Church Street
(north and west).
3.7.6

Inns and Taverns
Four public houses are recorded in Wing, and a fifth in Burcott on the 1st ed.
OS map. Three, including the Cock Inn and the Queens Head Inn, still survive
within Wing whilst the fourth is now a restaurant.

3.7.7

Trade, Mills and Industry
The economy of the village remained largely agricultural during the 19th and
early 20th century. A steam powered mill and an electrically powered mill were
located in the village and were in use during the 19th and 20th centuries. The
majority of the villagers were agricultural labourers; in the 1850s and 1860s
straw plating accounted for 20% of employment, but by 1880 this had fallen to
approximately 8%. The village, like others, was almost self-sufficient; with a
number of butchers, bakers, blacksmiths, bootmakers, grocers and carpenters.
Many of the commercial properties shown on early mapping have since been
converted to private use.
A brick works was established in 1859 at Littleworth and is marked on the 1st
ed. OS map of 1880 (Fig. 8) as “Brick Field”. A gravel pit is also recorded at
this location. The 1871 census records two brick makers, both residents of
Littleworth. Two other gravel pits are recorded on the 1st ed. OS map, located
at the western end of the current recreation ground and to the north of Waterloo
Farm, at the east of the village.

3.7.8

Secular buildings
A number of estate houses were built within the historic core of Wing by the
Rosebery family at Mentmore and the Rothschild family at Ascott during the
late 19th century.
The late 20th century saw a limited expansion of the village to the east and redevelopment within the historic core. By 1899 housing along George Street,
New Road (now Rothschild Road) and further housing fronting onto the
Leighton and Stewkley Roads had commenced. The majority are in buff and
red coloured brick, with tiled roofs. The tile is mainly ceramic though there are
quite a few of Welsh slate. A small number of commercial properties still
operate at the southern end of the High Street, inclusive of the post-office.
The 1950’s, 60’s and 70’s saw expansion of the village to the north when a
housing estate, known as Moorhills and Moorlands, was constructed. Most of
the houses are semi-detached in contemporary estate style with no reference to
the local vernacular. Other areas of new housing, such as at Redwood Drive,
have been built during the 1970’s and 1980’s, largely as infill or “backland”
development.

3.7.9

Wing Airfield
A World War II airfield was constructed to the northwest of the village in 1941
and the first planes arrived early the following year. Wing was established as
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an Operational Training Unit to train bomber and fighter aircrew and to drop
propaganda leaflets over France (Brooks 2000). The aircraft flown from Wing
include Wellington bombers and Curtis Tomahawk fighters. Locally the
airfield is remembered most warmly for its role as a POW repatriation centre in
1945.
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The Wing Conservation Area was designated on the 26th January 2000 and covers the
main historic core of the village (Fig. 5).
4.2

Registered Parks and Gardens
A 110 hectare park and garden (No. 1583) is; is located c.0.5 kilometres east of the
village and is listed on the Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest.
It comprises grade II* listed late 19th century formal features, informal lawns and
woodland, with late 20th century additions, which surround the second incarnation of
Ascott House; a much modified timber framed 17th century house.

4.3

Archaeological Notification Areas
Archaeological Notification Areas are advisory tools that highlight areas of known or
suspected archaeological potential to planning control officers at a district and county
council level. There are three conjoined notification areas that exist within the village:
an area surrounding All Saints church; Castle Hill; and an area to the west of the High
Street, inclusive of Vicarage Lane and the northern end of Church Street. Other
notification areas are located adjacent to the village and include the site of the 17th
century Burcott House at the north and a large area to the south encompassing Roman
settlement and the various incarnations of Ascott House and its gardens (Fig. 5).

4.4

Scheduled Ancient Monuments
Two Scheduled Ancient Monuments are located at Wing (Fig. 5):

4.5



The earthworks of a motte and bailey castle, known as Castle Hill, are located
at the northern end of the High Street. The monument was included in the
Schedule on 30th May 1938 (NMR 19057).



The remains of the earliest incarnation (16th century) of Ascott House, its
formal gardens and warren are located immediately southeast of the village.
The monument was included in the Schedule on the 1st February 1999 (NMR
29417).

Listed buildings
There are thirty listed structures in the parish of Wing (Fig. 4) including the Grade 1
listed All Saints Church. The majority of the buildings (13) date to the 17th and 18th
century, but may contain elements of earlier structures. Twelve of the listed
structures comprise Ascott House, its ancillary buildings and associated monuments
and are all 19th century in date whilst six are located in the hamlet of Burcott.
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The process of characterising and analysing a village produces a large quantity of
information at a ‘fine-grained scale’ e.g. the character of particular buildings, town
plan forms and location of archaeological data. This multitude of information can be
hard to assimilate. In order to distil this information into an understandable form, the
following section will define larger areas or Historic Urban Zones (HUZs) within
Wing; these zones provide a framework for summarising information in a spatially and
written. Each zone contains several sections including:



5.2

A summary of the zone including reasons for the demarcation of the zone.
An assessment of the known and potential archaeological interest for pre 20th
century areas only.
An assessment of existing built character

Historic Urban Zones
The creation of these zones begins with several discrete data sets including historical
cartography and documentary sources; known archaeological work; buildings
evidence (whether listed or not) and the modern urban character. From this, a picture
can be drawn of the changes that have occurred to the built character within a given
area over a given period. Discrete areas of the village that then show broad
similarities can be grouped as one zone (Fig. 1).
Historical and topographical modelling covers a variety of sources including;



Historical maps and documentary research – historical consultancy work, an
analysis of historic routes and an analysis of manorial holdings where available
Archaeological and environmental evidence – data stored in the HER, geological
and soils databases provided by the BGS and Cranfield University and an analysis
of the distribution of pottery fabrics for the Saxon and medieval periods

The Built Character heading incorporates the following sources;



5.3

Built environment – English Heritage listed buildings and historic map research
An analysis of the modern urban form – The historic urban character database
produced for this project and designations such as Conservation Areas and
Registered Parks and Gardens

Archaeological Assessment
The second part of the analysis examines the significance and potential of Wing from
an archaeological perspective, this assessment is undertaken by the analysis of
archaeological and historical sources. Unlike the built environment, the focus of
investigation is limited to the historic core of the settlement, where most
archaeological evidence exists and the likelihood of archaeological discovery is at its
greatest. The assessment includes consideration of the archaeological interest of
above-ground buildings and structures, which may contain hidden elements, which are
earlier than their nominal date based on visible architectural details.
The method for evaluating archaeological significance is an adaptation of English
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Heritage’s Monuments Protection Plan for urban areas (English Heritage 1992). For
the character zones within the historic core an evaluation is made of particular
attributes, these are: Period; Survival; Potential and Diversity
5.4

Survival; Potential; and Diversity.
5.4.1

Period
Assessment of the time-depth of archaeological remains likely to be present.
As a general rule urban deposits with greater time-depth will tend to be of more
archaeological interest.





5.4.2

Early Medieval foundations 700 -1100 and/or with possible proto or pre
urban antecedents. Potential for remains with a very wide date range of a
thousand years or more.
Medieval Foundations of 1100 -1536 with remains relating to Medieval
and Post Medieval establishment and change
Post 1536 - establishment and change occurring after 1536. Post-medieval
remains only
Post 1800 – modern development

Survival
This section focuses on the visible or documented survival of historical
elements. For example buildings will have a bias towards post medieval
although some Saxon or medieval forms (churches) will exist. In terms of
deposits assessment will often be based upon documented investigations and it
should be recognised that some parts of towns cannot be assessed until further
data becomes available.





5.4.3

High = Documented survival of extensive significant remains
Medium = Documented survival of significant remains
Low = Documented extensive destruction/loss/absence of remains
Uncertain = Insufficient information for reliable judgment

Potential
This section relates to the likelihood of preservation of structural, artefactual
and ecofactual evidence and will be a summary based in part on known
archaeological and environmental evidence and in part on predictive
preservation and therefore should be treated with caution. Potential
preservation is based upon ground conditions whether wet or dry, the
topography and the quality of archaeological evidence. The relationship
between subsurface deposits and standing buildings is also of relevance.
Evidence for buildings potential lies in determining the preservation of older
building structures or fabrics hidden behind later builds and facades. The
principal nature of remains predicted will be indicated. This will also refer to
the potential for environmental finds, although this can only be a general
statement.
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High - Areas predicted to contain stratified or waterlogged buried deposits
or early structural elements within standing buildings. High potential for
environmental finds such as anoxic environments with pH of over 7.
(peats, waterlogged deposits)
Medium - Areas predicted to contain significant buried deposits and/or
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potential for hidden structural elements. Potential for environmental finds
can be varied, covers a wide range of soil types.
Low - Areas predicted to have limited survival of archaeological deposits
e.g. due to destruction of subsurface deposits by modern development.
Low potential for environmental finds such as oxic environments with a
neutral pH. (brown earths)
Uncertain - Areas with insufficient data to make any meaningful prediction

5.4.4 Diversity
This criterion seeks to measure the phases of change to a given area through
time. The diversity reflects the range of features, components and monuments
that can be recorded within the zone or across a wider range of zones. Equally
this could also apply to the diversity of the built environment. This will also
examine the survival of buildings within the historic core using English
Heritage listed buildings data to assess the range and diversity of dates and
architectural style within the zone.




5.5

High – 3 or more phases
Medium – 2 major phases
Low – Single phase
Unknown

Conservation Principles
The assessment has also adopted the methodology outlined in the English Heritage
document Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance (2007). This is intended to
help ensure consistency when carrying out assessments on the historic environment by
proposing an integrated approach to making decisions, based on a common process.
Although acknowledging the importance of existing heritage designations, the
Conservation Principles promotes a holistic approach to the various inter-related
heritage values that might be attached to a place. The high level values range from
evidential, which is dependent on the inherited fabric of the place and historical, which
derives from people’s identification with the place.
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Evidential: The potential of a place to yield evidence about past human activity
e.g. through study of buried archaeological remains or historic buildings
Historical: Derives from the ways in which past people and events and aspects
of live can be connected through a place to the present. It tends to be either
illustrative of particular activities or process or associative with famous people
or events.
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Figure 1: Historic Urban Zones (scale 1:6,000)
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Historic Settlement

Zone 1: All Saints church and cemetery
Summary: This zone is defined by the area of settlement around the church including the cemetery,
the Old Vicarage and some settlement along Church Street and Church Lane. The church and Old
Vicarage are situated on a promontory overlooking fields to the west This zone is within the Wing
Conservation Area.
Historical: The first historic record of a church in Wing comes from the Domesday Survey of 1086
when Bodin de Ver granted the church to the abbey of St. Nicholas of Angers. Although the date of
the building is not authenticated, it may be of 7th-8th century date.
Evidential: There is potential for the discovery of Saxon and Medieval archaeology within this zone.
Archaeological excavations to the south and east of the cemetery have proved the cemetery covered
an area much larger than its current boundaries. Small scale excavations recovered medieval pottery
just to the east of Church Walk and in close proximity to the Old Vicarage. There are four listed
structures within this zone including the church, the shaft of a Medieval church cross, a 16th-- 17th
century house and a 17th - 18th century house.
Archaeological Assessment
Built Character (general characteristics)
Period: Saxon – Medieval Survival: High
Morphology: linear, looped network
Diversity: High Potential: High
Density: low
Character types: Church, Cemetery, Private
Heritage Values
housing, Irregular plots
Historical Value: High
Plan form styles: Detached
Evidential Value: High
Zone 2: The Historic Core
Summary: This zone defines the historic core of the village (excluding the church) and incorporates a
vast proportion of the Wing Conservation Area.
Historical: The establishment of Wing in the Saxon period predates the typical “planned Medieval
settlement” with its iconic linear plots leading from a main street; Wing does display some
characteristics of this along the High Street, however the post medieval and modern developments
and the areas of backyard land grabbing have partly obscured what may have been left of the
Saxon/medieval layout. Records suggest a market was granted in 1218, believed to be located at the
junction of the High Street and Vicarage Lane. Late 18th century mapping shows the settlement focus
was along the northern part of Church Street, the High Street, to the south of Aylesbury Road and on
land between Church Street and Vicarage Lane. Following WWII a social housing development,
Evelyn Close, was constructed to the east of Church Street for fallen servicemen. Evelyn Close is a
registered war memorial.
Evidential: There is potential for the discovery of Saxon and Medieval archaeology within this zone.
Archaeological excavations have identified 12th century and later medieval features to the south of
Church Street and close to the junction of High Street and Prospect Place. Small scale archaeological
excavations in this zone have recovered Saxo-Norman pottery and Medieval pottery from sites to
the south of Church Street and along the High Street. Eight of the twelve listed buildings of Wing are
located within this Zone. These include the Cock Inn, an early post-medieval coaching Inn and the
16th century Almshouses on Park Gate. The other listed buildings comprise a 17th century house, a
17th- 18th century house, two 17th-19th century houses, an 18th century Inn and a 19th century house.
Archaeological Assessment
Built Character (general characteristics)
Period: Saxo-Norman - Post medieval
Morphology: Linear, Looped network, Historic lane
Survival: High Diversity: High Potential:
Density: High
High
Character types: Rural historic, Private housing, Irregular
plots, regular plots, Victorian villas, Victorian terracing,
Heritage Values
Modern infill, Commercial, Social housing-post war
Historical Value: High
Plan form styles: Detached, terracing, semi-detached,
Evidential Value: High
flats, maisonettes
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19th century Settlement

Zone 3: Prospect Place, Warwick Drive, Leighton Road, Stewkley Road, Rothschild Road, George
Street Jubilee Green and Redwood Drive
Summary: This zone comprises the area of Wing that has been developed from the 1850s’s onwards
located within a triangular parcel of land to the east of the historic core.
Historical: Development of this zone was on land formerly part of the medieval open field system.
By 1880 a limited amount of development had occurred along the Stewkley and Leighton Roads and
the junction between the two roads, at the east. By 1899 housing along George Street, New Road
(now Rothschild Road) and further housing fronting onto the Leighton and Stewkley Roads had
commenced. A large house known as Moorhills was constructed between 1850 and 1880
(demolished 1970s) its land incorporated the western half of the triangular parcel of land. Following
the demolition of Moorhills House a social housing development occurred along the northern side of
Prospect Place and “backland” development along Redwood Drive and Warwick Drive. The late 19th
century saw the construction of a cottage hospital followed in 1905 by the Village Hall, both located
along the Leighton Road. An area laid to grass (Jubilee Green) was purchased by the Parish Council in
1976.
Evidential: A small scale archaeological excavation has recovered Romano-British pottery from a site
to the south of Stewkley Road. Traces of medieval ridge and furrow survive within Jubilee Green.
Enclosure field boundaries persist along the south, west and east of Jubilee Green. There are no
listed buildings in this zone.
Archaeological Assessment
Built Character (general characteristics)
Period: Romano-British, post 1880
Morphology: Linear, private access
Survival: Low/medium
Density: medium/high
Diversity: Medium
Character types:
Potential: Low
Social housing-1960s
Private housing-late 19th century
Heritage Values
Backyard land grabbing-1970/80s
Evidential value: Medium
Private housing-1970 to current
Historical value: Medium
Plan form styles: Bungalows, Terracing, Detached
Semi detached
Zone4: Littleworth & Stewkley Road
Summary: This zone comprises the historic hamlet of Littleworth (now incorporated into the village
of Wing). Littleworth is located to the northeast of the historic core forming a linear development
along the road (also known as Littleworth) from Wing to Burcott and Soulbury.
Historical: The name Littleworth is first written in the medieval period. Late 18th century mapping
indicates a number of properties were located either side of the road. Further development
occurred in the late 19th century closer to and along the junction with the Stewkley Road. At this
time a Union Chapel (1845, rebuilt 1871) was constructed along with the Sportsmans Arms pub.
Modern infill along the eastern side at the roads northern end and along its western side at its
southern end began in the 1970s.
Evidential: No previous archaeological work has been carried out in this zone. There are no listed
buildings in this area.
Archaeological Assessment
Built Character (general characteristics)
Period: 1800 onwards
Morphology: Linear
Survival: Low
Density: Medium
Diversity: Low
Character types:
Potential: Uncertain
Private housing-late 19th century
Private housing-1970 to current
Heritage Values
Plan form styles: Terracing, Detached, Semi
Evidential value: Medium
detached
Historical value: Medium
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Modern Settlement

Zone 5: Moorhills, Moorlands, Wantage Crescent and Stewkley Road
Summary: This zone comprises an area of Wing that has been developed from the 1950s’s onwards,
located to the northeast of the village.
Historical: Development of this zone was on land formerly part of the medieval open field system.
Evidential: There is limited potential for the discovery of Pre-historic archaeology, following the
discovery of a single find. Enclosure field boundaries persist in a boundary located at the east of the
development. There are no listed buildings in this zone.
Archaeological Assessment
Built Character (general characteristics)
Period: 1950 onwards
Morphology: Looped network
Survival: Low
Density: High
Diversity: Low
Character types:
Potential: Uncertain
Social housing 1950s
Social housing 1970s
Heritage Values
Private housing 1970/80s
Historical value: Low
Plan form styles: Bungalows, Detached, Semi
Evidential value: Low
detached
Zone 6: Dormer Avenue & Chesterfield Crescent
Summary: This zone comprises an area of Wing that has been developed from the 1970s’s onwards
to the north of the village.
Historical: Development of this zone was on land formerly part of the medieval open field system.
Chesterfield Crescent is located over a 19th century brickworks.
Evidential: Enclosure field boundaries persist in the boundaries of the modern residential estate.
There are no listed buildings in this zone.
Heritage Values
Built Character (general characteristics)
Evidential value: Low
Morphology: Looped network
Historical value: Low
Density: medium/high
Character types: Private housing 1970/80s
Plan form styles: Detached, Semi detached
Zone 7: Schools and care home
Summary: This zone comprises the area of Wing developed from the 1970s’s onwards for public
amenity structures.
Historical: Development of this zone in the 1970’s was on land formerly occupied by a school house
constructed in the early 1800s and Wing Lodge, a large house constructed prior to 1880 and later
converted to a care home. An unnamed private trackway leading to open fields from the historic
core is evident on the inclosure map of 1798 within this zone.
Evidential: There is potential for the discovery of Pre-historic, Roman and Medieval archaeology
within this zone. Archaeological excavations have identified Roman and medieval features to the
west of Church Street along with residual Pre-historic flint artefacts. Building works relating to the
school and playing fields may have seriously affected buried remains. There are no listed buildings in
this zone.
Archaeological Assessment
Built Character (general characteristics)
Period: Roman-post medieval
Morphology: Private access
Survival: Low
Density: Low/medium
Diversity: Low
Character types: Schools-modern
Potential: Medium
Plan form styles: School buildings
Heritage Values
Evidential value: High
Historical value: High
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Zone 8: South of the Aylesbury Road
Summary: This zone comprises an area of Wing developed from the 1970s’s onwards to the
southwest of the historic core
Historical: Development of this zone in the 1970’s was on land formerly part of an extensive 16 th
century park and garden.
Evidential: There is potential for the discovery of Roman archaeology within this zone.
Archaeological works just to the south of the zone has recovered a large assemblage of 2nd – 4th
century pottery. There are no listed buildings in this zone.
Archaeological Assessment
Built Character (general characteristics)
Period: Roman-post medieval
Morphology: Linear
Survival: Low
Density: Low/medium
Diversity: Low
Character types: Private housing
Potential: Medium
Plan form styles: Detached
Heritage Values
Evidential value: High
Historical value: Low
Zone 9: East of Park Gate
Summary: This zone comprises a small area of Wing developed in the 1970s’s onwards to the south
of the historic core
Historical: Development of this zone in the 1970’s was on land formerly part of an extensive 16 th
century park and garden.
Evidential: There is potential for the discovery of Roman and Medieval archaeology within this zone.
Archaeological works just to the southwest of the zone have recovered a large assemblage of 2nd –
4th century pottery and an assemblage of medieval pottery. The surrounding fields to the south, east
and north form part of a Scheduled Ancient Monument and development is unlikely. There are no
listed buildings in this zone.
Archaeological Assessment
Built Character (general characteristics)
Period: Roman-medieval
Morphology: Linear
Survival: Low
Density: Low/medium
Diversity: Low
Character types: Social housing
Potential: High
Plan form styles: Bungalows
Heritage Values
Evidential value: High
Historical value: Low
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There are no current recommendations for reviewing the conservation area within
Wing.
6.2

Registered Parks and Gardens
There are no current recommendations for reviewing the registered parks and gardens.

6.3

Archaeological Notification Areas
It is recommended that a number of archaeological notification areas be extended
within the village, these include:








6.4

The whole of Zone 2, the Wing Historic Settlement.
The western extent of Zone 3: to include any back yard activity of Saxon or
medieval properties that may have once fronted onto the High Street and to
include a larger area around Castle Hill.
Jubilee Green (zone 3) within which traces of ridge and furrow are visible.
The southern portion of allotments to the west of Dormer Avenue that are in
close proximity to Castle Hill.
Fields located to the west of Stewkley Road, in between the Stewkley Road and
the southern portion of the airfield, where geophysical survey has revealed a
settlement of probable prehistoric date.
An area around a destroyed Saxon or Roman mound on the northern side of
Aylesbury Road, opposite Well Lane.
The eastern portion of Zone 7, where Roman and medieval archaeological
features have been identified.

Scheduled Ancient Monuments
There are no recommendations for reviewing the scheduled areas.

6.5

Listed Buildings
There are no individual buildings that warrant designation, buildings of special interest
are included in the conservation area document.
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Research Agenda

7.1

Documentary Research





7.2

A wealth of surviving documentary evidence gives scope for a wide ranging
research on the development of the settlement, changing patterns of agriculture
and social and economic history.
What further information on urban functions can be gleaned from the historical
records? Can this be integrated with study of buildings and archaeology?
What evidence can we find for commercial, craft or industrial activities in the
documentary record?

Archaeological Evidence














7.3
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Does the ancient trackway known as the Saltway pass through the village? If so
where is it located?
Does a Roman road pass through the village? If so where is it located?
Castle Hill; is believed to be the remnant of a medieval motte and bailey castle.
Does it have an earlier origin? If so what was its function?
Where were the Saxon settlements? Is there any continuity with the Roman
settlement activity located to the south of the village?
Where was the Saxon and medieval manor of Wing located?
Where was the market located?
Was there a village green? And if so where was it located?
Establish the Norman and medieval layout of the village. Do any medieval
burgage plots survive within the village?
Establish the date at which properties fronting on to the High Street, Church
Street and Aylesbury Road were laid out.
What evidence can we find for commercial, craft or industrial activities in the
archaeological remains?
What role did the village play in the Civil War?
What role did the village play in the First World War?
What role did the village play in the Second World War?

Buildings
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What are the archaeological and geo-archaeological origins of the church fabric?
What are the true dates of the church and other historic buildings in Wing? Do
some retain medieval fabric?
What evidence can we find for commercial, craft or industrial activities in the
fabric of buildings?
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Plate 1: Stream located to the south of the
village

Plate 2: The junction of Park Gate (left) and
Aylesbury Road, looking west

Plate 3: 16th century Almshouses: Numbers 1218 Aylesbury Road (Grade II listed)

Plate 4: Ascott House (Grade II* listed)

Plate 5: The Old Vicarage (Grade II listed) &
All Saints Church (Grade I listed)

Plate 6: Number 45 Church Street, (Grade II
listed)
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Plate 7: View of the High Street, looking north
junction with Church Street (left). Cock Inn
(Grade II listed)

Plate 8: Junction of High Street (left-right) and
Vicarage Lane, possible location of the market
place

Plate 9: Numbers 54-60 High Street (Grade II
listed)

Plate10: Stream located to the west of the
village, Castle Mound in background (SAM
19057), looking east

Plate 11: The hamlet of Littleworth, looking
north

Plate 12: The hamlet of Burcott, looking north
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Figure 2: The parish boundaries of Wing Current (red & orange), Historic (red & green)
(scale 1:40,000)
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Figure 3: Information from the Bucks Historical Environment Record (scale 1:5,000)
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Figure 4: Listed Buildings (scale 1:7500)
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Figure 5: Conservation Area, Archaeological notification areas and Scheduled Ancient
Monuments (scale 1:10000)
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Figure 6: The Enclosure map 1798 (not to scale)
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Figure 7: The Tithe map 1851 (not to scale)
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Figure 8: 1st Ed. OS map 1880 (not to scale)
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Appendix 1: Historic Environment Record Data
Heritage assets listed below are those shown on Figure 3. A full list of HER data is accessible
at Buckinghamshire HER
HER no

NGR
(SP)
87940
22470
88300
22459
88051
22548

Period

Type

Description

Medieval

Monument

Possible medieval priory building walls recorded in earthmoving

Post medieval

Building

Saxon

Monument

88072
22800
88750
22490
8790 2268
87930
23390
88890
22970
88790
23740
88604
23076
88080
22650
88130
22710
88340
22390
8798 2272
8835 2347

Medieval

Monument

Late sixteenth century almshouses known as Dormer's Hospital,
refurbished in 1982.
Mid Saxon to early medieval inhumation cemetery discovered
when school built in the nineteenth century and confirmed
during evaluation and excavation
Possible medieval motte recorded in field survey

Post medieval

Monument

Medieval
Post medieval

Monument
Monument

Roman

Monument

Roman

Monument

Roman

Find Spot

Site of former seventeenth to eighteenth century Ascott House
recorded in field survey (also includes a number of sub-records)
Possible medieval fishpond
Historic records of seventeenth century house, demolished in the
nineteenth century
Roman or Saxon mound destroyed in twentieth century road
widening
Site of sandpit where Roman human remains found in nineteenth
or early twentieth century
Roman metalwork found in garden

Medieval

Monument

Medieval to post-medieval cemetery found in building works

Medieval

Monument

Thirteenth century records of market place

Roman

Monument

Medieval
Medieval

Find Spot
Monument

88000
22200
88200
23600
8837 2194

Post medieval

Monument

Possible Roman cremation cemetery suggested by finds of
cremation urns
Medieval pottery found in spoil from sewer trench
Earthworks of larger medieval village recorded on aerial
photographs and in field survey
Fifteenth to eighteenth century records of windmill

Roman

Find Spot

Roman pottery found on surface of ploughed field

Multi-period

Monument

88000
22300
8814 2261

Medieval

Monument

Post medieval

Monument

7317

88011
22543

Post medieval

Monument

7521

88289
22870
88061
22545
88315
22543
88910
23654
88067
22546
88143
22571
88081
22672

Prehistoric

Find Spot

Late prehistoric, Roman, medieval and post-medieval finds
recorded in field-walking survey
Medieval to post-medieval fishpond recorded on aerial
photographs but destroyed by later school
Site of post-medieval smithy known from historic maps and later
Parish Rooms, remains of which were possibly identified
during evaluation trial trenching
A market style cross commemorating local people who were
killed in action during WW1 (1914-1918), WW2 (1939-1945)
and the Korean War (1950-1953)
Pleistocene mammal remains found in a garden in Wing

Post medieval

Building

Post medieval

Monument

Site of former school and attached teachers' house, built 1850 and
demolished 1997
Site of former pit shown on 19th century maps

Post medieval

Monument

Site of former pit shown on 19th century maps

Medieval

Monument

Medieval building, pits and well found during excavation

Medieval

Monument

Post medieval

Building

Medieval and post-medieval pits and boundary ditch found
during evaluation and subsequent watching brief
Site of nineteenth century granary behind 17 Vicarage Lane in
Wing, now at the Chiltern Open Air Museum

0229
1010
1090

1097
1101
1104
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1644
2271
2420
2901
4261
4848
5105
5907
6771

8585
9238
9239
9331
9402
9524
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9551

88081
22402

Multi-period

Monument/
Findspot

9697

88045
22552
88100
22601
8853 2229

Post medieval

Monument

Roman and/or medieval features excavated in an evaluation at
Wing Care Home/ Late Neolithic or Bronze Age flint flake and
core found in excavation at Wing Care Home
Sixteenth century boundary ditch and pit found during excavation

Medieval

Monument

Site of 2 medieval markets and fair in Wing

Medieval

Monument

88470
22300

Post medieval

Monument

Earthworks known from aerial photographs and field survey once
thought to be a deserted medieval village but are actually
seventeenth to eighteenth century garden features
Local report of World War I practice trenches in Wing Park.

9859
110104

110106
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Appendix 2: HER Data – Listed Buildings
Heritage assets listed below are those within the study area, i.e. Wing parish (Fig. 4)
Wing
HER no

NGR
(SP)
88300
22459
88030
22582

Period

Type

Description

16th Century

Building

7th Century to
15th Century

Building &
monument

5003

87980
22610

Building

10557

88294
22420
88270
22450

16th Century
to 19th
Century
19th Century
17th Century
to 19th
Century
17th Century
to 18th
Century
18th Century

Building

Late sixteenth century almshouses known as Dormer's Hospital,
refurbished in 1982
Probable mid or late Saxon minster church, with medieval
alterations and additions, restored in the nineteenth and twentieth
Centuries.
Shaft of a medieval cross.
Sixteenth and seventeenth century timber-framed house with
eighteenth to nineteenth century extensions, formerly a
vicarage
Pair of nineteenth century houses built about 1830, now a single
house
Pair of seventeenth to eighteenth century timber-framed houses
with nineteenth century extension

16th Century
to 19th
Century
17th Century
to 19th
Century
17th Century

Building

17th Century
to 18th
Century

Building

19th Century

Buildings &
monuments

17th century Ascott House with 19th century additions, associated
monuments and buildings

17th Century

Building

17th Century
to Modern
17th Century
to Modern
18th Century

Building

Monument

Seventeenth century timber-framed house with later alterations
and extension
Seventeenth century timber-framed thatched house with
nineteenth and twentieth century extensions
Seventeenth century timber-framed house with eighteenth,
nineteenth and twentieth century alterations and extensions
Eighteenth century mounting block at Burcott House

18th Century

Building

Eighteenth century timber-framed thatched barn at Burcott Farm

17th Century
to 19th
Century

Building

Seventeenth to eighteenth century timber-framed thatched stables
and outbuildings at Burcott Farm, with nineteenth century
alterations

1010
1098
(2 entries)

10558

10559

88112
22528

10560

88214
22600
88194
22658

10561

10562

88122
22806

10563

88131
22809
88000
22670

10570

Building

Building

Seventeenth to eighteenth century timber-framed thatched house
with later alterations and extensions

Building

Eighteenth century inn known as The Queen's Head with
twentieth century extensions and partly used as a shop
Sixteenth to seventeenth century timber-framed inn known as
The Cock Inn, with eighteenth to nineteenth century additions,
now a hotel
Seventeenth to early eighteenth century timber-framed house
with nineteenth century alterations

Building

Building

Seventeenth century timber-framed house, now divided into three
houses
Seventeenth century timber-framed house with later alterations
and extensions

Ascott & Burcott
0583
(12 entries)
10564
10565
10566
10567
10568
10569

89145
22680
(house)
87860
23652
87848
23736
87914
23847
87938
23851
87877
23862
87892
23871
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Appendix 3: Cartographic Sources
The following maps and plans were consulted in the course of this assessment:
Date

Reference

Description

1760
1798
1817
1820
1851
1880
1880
1889
1889

Bucks Arch Soc.
IR/30/1
234/28/2.R
Bucks Arch Soc.
433
XXIV.2
XXIV.6
XXIV.2
XXIV.6

Jeffreys Map of Buckinghamshire
The Enclosure map
Estate of Wing-Property of the Earl of Chesterfield
Bryants map of Buckinghamshire
The Tithe map
1st Ed. OS map
1st Ed. OS map
2nd Ed. OS map
2nd Ed. OS map
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